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Summary 

This Report follows up some of t he recommendations we made in our fi rst Report on the 
Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Bill, in light of the Government’s response to our 
Report, parliamentary debates on some of  our r ecommended amendments and other 
relevant developments.  

Anti-social Behaviour (Parts 1–6) 

Legal certainty 

In our first Report we co nsidered that the definition of “anti-social behaviour” in the Bill’s  
provisions relating to the new civil injunction to prevent nuisance and annoyance (“IPNAs”) 
was too broad and unclear.  We recommended that th e test be amend ed to make it more 
precise, by inserting an obje ctive requirement that the co nduct “might re asonably be 
regarded as” causing nuisance or annoyance. 

We welcome the Government’s  indication that IPNAs shou ld not be used to stop  
reasonable, trivial or  benign behaviours, but this intent ion is not so far reflected in the 
wording of the Bill. We therefore maintain our recommendation that the Bill be amended to 
introduce an objective element into the defi nition of anti-social behavio ur in Part 1 of the  
Bill, by inserting a requirement th at the conduct in qu estion “might reasonably be regarded 
as” causing nuisance or annoyance. 

Risk of conflict with religious beliefs 

In our first Report we questioned why it is necessary to expressly provide that prohibitions 
and requirements in a n IPNA and a Criminal Behaviour Orde r (“CBO”) must, “so far a s 
practicable”, avoid any conflict with religious beli ef. We welc ome the Government’s clear 
assurance that it is not its intention to inte rfere with the absolute right to hold religious 
beliefs and its willingness to consider amendments to the relevant pr ovisions, but it has not 
so far explained why singling out religious beli ef for special protection in these provisions is 
necessary.  

In the absence of such an explanation, we consider that the existing protections for religious 
beliefs in sections 6( 1) and 13 of  the Hu man Rights Act should be suffici ent, and we 
therefore invite the Government to consid er whether any l egal protection for rel igious 
freedom would be lost by accepting our original recommendation that the two provisions in 
question be deleted from the Bill. However, if  the Government remains  of the view that 
these provisions are required, notwi thstanding the p rotection provided by th e Human 
Rights Act, we recommend that the current wording is  revised to ensure that the absolute 
right to religious belief must not be interfered with under any circumstances (rather than “so 
far as practicable”). 

Eviction for riot-related anti-social behaviour 

In our first Report, we expr essed our concern ab out the inclusion in  the Bill of a new 
discretionary ground of possession for riot-related anti-social behaviour which would enable 
landlords to evict tena nts who had been convicted of a riot-related offence committed 
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anywhere in the UK. The Gover nment said that, in light of th e concerns we had raised, it 
would reflect carefully on the views expressed d uring the Committee stage in the House of 
Lords. However, in its respon se to the deb ate in Committee, the G overnment showed no 
sign of such further reflection.  

In our view it is the job of the criminal law,  not the civil law, to dete r riot-related offences 
and to administer sanctions when such offences are committed.   Nor do we consider the  
existence of judic ial discretion to b e a sa tisfactory answer to our conc ern about the 
disproportionate impact of evic tion on ot her members of th e household who ha ve not 
engaged in such behaviour.  We maintain our recommendati on that clause 91 b e deleted 
from the Bill. 

Powers to stop, question, search and detain at ports (Part 11) 

In our first Report we accepted that the Government had clearly made out the ca se for a  
without suspicion power to  stop, question and search travel lers at ports an d airports, but 
recommended that the more intrusive powers, such as the power to detain and to copy and 
retain personal electronic data, should only be exercisable on reasonable suspicion. 

Since the publication of our first Report, the Independen t Reviewer of Terrorism  
Legislation, David Ande rson QC, i n his oral and writte n evidence to th e Home Affairs 
Committee, has made a number of recommendations about changes which should be made 
to Schedule 7 to the Terrorism Act 2000 in addition to the amendments already contained in 
Part 11 of the Bill.   

We welcome the fact that the Ind ependent Reviewer ha s made h is views available to  
Parliament in time to inform debate on the remaining stages of the Bill.  We endorse all of 
his recommendations except in one respect, concerning the nature of the threshold which 
should be satisfied before powers of detention and powers to copy and retain electronic data 
can be exercised.   

We have considered the Ind ependent Reviewer’s recommendation that a subjectiv e 
suspicion threshold be required to be met before the powers to detain and to copy and retain 
personal electronic data can be exercised, but we remain of the view that the threshold for 
the more intrusive powers in Schedule 7 should be reasonable suspicion.   

In our view, reasonable suspicion is the absolute minimum that is required to quali fy as a 
safeguard because it opens up  the possibility of independent scrutiny and review.  That 
scrutiny and review ca n still be appropriatel y deferential and sens itive to operational  
realities, especially if there is good practical guidance for police on the sorts of things that 
count as reasonable grounds for suspicion. 

Compensation for miscarriages of justice (Part 13) 

In our first Report on the Bill we explained why in  our view requiring proof of innocence 
beyond reasonable doubt as a condition of obtaining compensation for wrongful conviction 
is incompatible with the presumption of innocence which is protected by both the common 
law and Article 6(2) ECHR.  We recommended that the relevant clause (now clause 161) be 
deleted from the Bill because it is incompatible with the Convention. 

In light of the parliamentary debates which have ta ken place on this clause, and some  
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subsequent significant decisions of the European Court of Human Rights, we are now of the 
view that the clause requires am endment rather than deletion, and we rec ommend an 
amendment which in our view would both provide greater legal certainty and be compatible 
with the p resumption of innoc ence protected by both th e common law and Articl e 6(2) 
ECHR.  

The Government’s reliance in its response on the l anguage used wh en declining an 
application for compensation un der the new test d oes not meet our concern about the 
presumption of innocence.  Nor are we persuaded that the decision of  the European Court 
of Human Rights in KF v UK  supports the Government’s view that ther e is no 
incompatibility between clause 161 and Article 6(2) ECHR.     

Since our first Re port, the compatibility of the UK’s  current approach to awarding  
compensation for miscarriages of justice with the presumption of innocence in Article 6(2) 
ECHR has been considered again by the European Court of Human Rights in two decisions, 
Adams v UK and A.L.F. v UK.  In both cases the challenge to the ECHR compatibility of the 
current law failed and the complaints were rejected as inadmissible.  The reasoning of the 
Court in reaching that conclusion is sig nificant for Parliament’s debate about the ECHR 
compatibility of clause 161 of the Bill and about the text of any amendment to that clause in 
order to render it compatible.   

The Court’s reasoning demonstrates that, as currently drafted, clause 161 is incompatible 
with the presumption of innoce nce in Article 6(2) E CHR because it uses the lan guage of 
“innocence”.  It confirms the Government’s view that under the current law there is scope 
for misconceptions abou t eligibility for compensation. And it  confirms that  the test for  
miscarriage of justi ce formulated by Lord Phillips in th e Supreme Court in Adams, that 
there has been a miscarriage of  justice where a new fact so undermined the evidence against 
the defendant that no c onviction could possibly be based on it, is a clear test which is 
compatible with the presumption of innocence. 

We recommend that the Bill be  amended to remove the refe rence to “innoc ence” in the  
proposed statutory test for a miscarriage of justic e and to enshrine into law the tes t 
formulated by Lord Phillips in the House of L ords in the case of Adams.  In our vi ew, this 
meets both the c oncern that the c urrent clause is i ncompatible with the presumption of 
innocence, and the concern that the law has become so uncertain that statutory clarification 
is needed in order to avoid unnecessary and costly litigation.  
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1 Introduction 

Background 

1. This is our second Report on the Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Bill, which  
completed its Committee Stage in the House of Lords on 11 December 2013 and is due to 
begin its Report stage on 8 January 2014.  In our first Report, published on 11 October, we 
made a number of rec ommendations including that the Bill be am ended in order to 
address concerns we had about its compatibility  with the re quirements of human rights 
law.1  

2. The Government responded to our Rep ort in a letter  dated 11 Nov ember.2  We are 
grateful for the Government’s detailed response to our conclusions and recommendations.   

3. In this Report we follow up o n some of the rec ommendations we made in  our first 
Report, in the light of the Government’s response to our Report, parliamentary debates on 
some of our recommended amendments to the Bill and other relevant developments since 
our first Report was published.  The purpose of this further Report is to inform debate at 
the Bill’s Report stage in the Ho use of Lords, and it s scope is therefore confined to issues 
likely to be d ebated at that stage on which th e Lords may b e interested in the views of the  
Committee. 

  

 
1 Fourth Report of Session 2013–14, Legislative Scrutiny: Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Bill, HL Paper 56/HC 

713 (hereafter “JCHR first Report on the Bill”). 

2 Available on our website. 
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2 Anti-social Behaviour (Parts 1–6) 

Injunctions to prevent nuisance and annoyance 

Legal certainty 

4. In our first Report, we considered that the definition of “anti-social behaviour” in th e 
Bill’s provisions relating to th e new civil injunction to prevent nuisan ce and annoyan ce 
(“IPNAs”) was too broad and unclear.3  In our view, “conduct capable of causing nuisance 
or annoyance to any person” is not a sufficiently precis e definition to sa tisfy the 
requirement of legal certainty demanded by both the common law and human rights law, 
because it does not pr ovide enough guidance to people, including ch ildren, as to what  
behaviour is expected of them to avoi d the risk of an i njunction.  We rec ommended that 
the test be amended to make it more precise, by inserting an objective requirement that the 
conduct “might reasonably be regarded as” causing nuisance or annoyance.4 

5. The Government, in its re sponse to our first Re port, did not accept our  
recommendation.5  I t argues that the test for a nti-social behaviour is al ready well 
understood in the context of the housing legislation where it has been in use since 2004.  It 
also argues that the drafting of the clause already “sets an objective threshold for ‘nuisance 
and annoyance’, by th e inclusion of th e words “capable of”.  Thi s wording, the 
Government says, means that “it is not nece ssary to prove whether or not the cond uct 
actually did cause nuisance or annoyance, instead a judge can objectively consider whether 
the threshold has been sati sfied, rather than relying on a variable standard based, 
subjectively, on how much a victim can take before they are annoyed or feel they have been 
subjected to nuisance.” 

6. The House of Lord s Constitution Committee has also sought clarification from the 
Government in relati on to thi s issue.6  It wrote to th e Government on 6 Novemb er 
expressing its concern that  the wording of cla use 1 of the Bill may not meet the  
constitutional requirement of legal certainty, because it is unclear what conduct may be 
capable of causing annoyance to  any person.  It thought that  the wid e scope of clause 1  
“may make it diffic ult for i ndividuals (including parents and guardians of mi nors) to 
predict whether certain cond uct might attract an IPNA.  It therefore asked the  
Government for an explanation of the rationale for introducing the broad test in cla use 1, 
and of why it was not considered appropriate for ther e to be an ob jective element to the 
test. 

7. The Government responded to the Constitution Committee’s concerns in a letter dated 
21 November.  It said that it is satisfied that this  part of th e test for a n IPNA “ is not 
arbitrary, but, ra ther, it sa tisfies the common law principle of legal certainty and human  
rights law.”  In support of that position it says that the test is we ll known in the civil courts 
 
3 JCHR first Report on the Bill, paras 21–33. 

4 Ibid., para. 26. 

5 Letter dated 11 November 2013 from Norman Baker MP, Minister for Crime Prevention. 

6 Letter dated 6 November 2013 from the Chair of the House of Lords Constitution Committee to Lord Taylor of 
Holbeach (available on the Constitution Committee’s website). 
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in the housing context; the co urt will have regard to th e principles of p roportionality, 
reasonableness and fairness in deciding wh ether to gra nt an injunction; and the draft  
guidance for frontline professionals makes clear that IPN As “should not be used to stop  
reasonable, trivial or benign behaviours th at have not caused, and are not likely to cause  
harm to v ictims or communi ties.  For exampl e, children simply playing in a park or 
outside, or young people  lawfully gathering or socialising in a partic ular place may be 
‘annoying’ to some, but are not in themselves anti-social.” 

8. On 11 December  the House of  Lords Constitution Committee wrote a gain to th e 
Government about clause 1 of th e Bill, to say that the Government’s reliance on the d raft 
guidance does not meet its concern about the lack of legal certainty on the face of the Bill.7   

“It is insufficient for necessary safeguards to be contained in guidance rather than in 
statute.  This is be cause it is possible fo r professionals to depa rt from the guidance 
and, of course, it may be repealed or replaced subsequently.” 

9. Our recommended amendment was debated in Committee i n the Lord s,8 and the 
Government indicated in  response that it is willin g to consider introducing a 
reasonableness element into the test for ob taining an IPNA.9  So fa r, however, no 
Government amendment has been forthcoming. 

10. We have considered the Government’s reasons for rejecting our recommendation that 
the Bill be amended to introduc e an objective elemen t into the definiti on of anti-social 
behaviour.  We are not persuad ed that the i nclusion of the words  “capable of” causing  
nuisance or annoyance meets our concerns about the lack of legal certainty.  It is true that 
these words mean that an inju nction could still be obtained where there is no “victim” of  
the anti-social behaviour because the only people exposed to th e behaviour had a n 
unusually high tolerance threshold, and to this extent there is  an objective element in the 
definition.  However, the words do not prevent an injunction being applied for or granted  
in the opposite si tuation, when unusually sensitive people cl aim to have b een exposed to 
nuisance or annoyance by particular behaviour, and this is the essence of our c oncern 
about the lack of objectivity in the clause as currently drafted.   

11. Nor are we persuaded that the lack of legal certainty is made up for in the draft 
guidance for frontline professionals which has been  published alongside the Bill.  Like the 
House of Lords Constitution Committee, we consider that statutes should not be drafted in 
such broad terms that they give rise to legal un certainty which has to be resolved by 
reading the statutory languag e alongside administrative guidance.  To satisfy the legal 
requirements of accessibility and foreseeability, the wording of the l egislation itself should 
reflect the Government’s intention. 

12. We welcome the Government’s indication that IPNAs should not be used to stop 
reasonable, trivial or benign behaviours, but this intention is not so far reflected in the 
wording of the Bill. We th erefore maintain our recommendation that the Bill be 
amended to introduce an objective element into the definition of anti-social behaviour 
 
7 Letter dated 11 December from Chair of the House of Lords Constitution Committee to Lord Taylor of Holbeach 

(available on Constitution Committee’s website). 

8 HL Deb 18 Nov 2013 cols 784–792. 

9 Ibid. at col 790. 
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in Part 1 of the Bill, by in serting a requirem ent that the conduct in question “might 
reasonably be regarded as” causing nuisance or annoyance. 

Risk of conflict with religious beliefs 

13. In our first Report on the Bill, 10 we questioned why it  is necessary to expressly provide 
that prohibitions and requirements in an IPNA and a Criminal Behaviour Order (“CBO”) 
must, “so far as practicable”, avo id any conflict with religious belief. 11  We pointed out that 
under Article 9 ECHR, justifiable interferences with the freedom to manifest one’s religion 
or belief are permissible, but th e right to hold religious beliefs  is an absolu te right under  
Article 9(1) and interferences with it are therefore not permitted.  We were n ot persuaded 
as to why it is necessary to  single out religious belief for protection, particularly as the  
freedom to hold religious beliefs  is an absolute right, and we recommended that these 
provisions be deleted from the Bill. 

14. The Government wrote to u s on 18 Novemb er assuring us that it is not the  
Government’s intention to allow a court to in terfere with a person ’s religious beliefs,  
acknowledging that the right to hold such beliefs is absolute.  It explained that the form of  
these provisions follow a n umber of precedents in existing legislati on, including in th e 
Crime and Disorder Act 1998 and the Policing and Crime Ac t 2009.  The Government  
indicated that it was happy to  consider further the sugg estion that these clauses be  
amended to refer explicit ly to the respondent’s right to manifest his or her religion or 
belief. 

15. We welcome the Gov ernment’s clear assurance that it is not the intention of Cla use 
1(5) and Clause 21(9) of the Bill to interfere with the absolute right to hold religious beliefs.  
We welcome the Government’s willingness to consider amendments to these 
provisions, but it has not so far explained why singling out religious belief for special 
protection in t his provision is necessar y. In the absence of such an explanation, we 
consider that the existing protections for religious beliefs in sections 6(1) and 13 of t he 
Human Rights Act should be sufficient, and we therefore invite the G overnment to 
consider whether any legal protection for religious freedom would be lost by accepting 
our original recommendation that the two provisions in question be deleted from the 
Bill. 

16.  However, if the Government re mains of the view that th is provision is req uired, 
notwithstanding the pr otection provided by the Hum an Rights Act, we recommend 
that the current wording is revis ed to ensure that the abs olute right to rel igious belief 
must not be interfered wi th under any ci rcumstances (rather than “so far  as 
practicable”). In our view, legislative provisions should be drafted in a wa y that accurately 
reflects legal requirements, rather than leaves them to be interpreted compatibly by judges.  
The following amendments to the Bill would give effect to this recommendation: 

Clause 1, page 2, delete line 6, and after line 11 insert: 

“; 

 
10 JCHR first Report on the Bill, paras 38–40 and57. 

11 Clauses 1(5) and 21(9) of the Bill. 
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and must avoid any conflict with the respondent’s religious beliefs.” 

Clause 21, page 12, delete line 16, and after line 20 insert: 

“; 

and must avoid any conflict with the offender’s religious beliefs.” 

Eviction for riot-related anti-social behaviour (Part 5) 

17. In our first Report, we expre ssed our concern about the in clusion in the Bill of a new 
discretionary ground of poss ession for riot-related anti-social behaviour which woul d 
enable landlords to evi ct tenants who had b een convicted of a r iot-related offence 
committed anywhere in the UK. 12  We  were concerned about its potentially serious and 
disproportionate impact on family members, including women and children, and, given 
the Government’s emphasis on deterrence as the rationale for the measure, it seemed clear 
to us that it amounts to a punishment rather than a means of preventing harm to others .  
We recognised the seriousness of riot-related offences, but we c onsidered the custodial 
sentences imposed by courts to be a sufficient deterrent.  We therefore recommended that 
the provision be deleted from the Bill. 

18. In the Govern ment’s response to our firs t Report, th e Government rep eated its 
intention “that the prop osal will send a strong signal and have a deterrent effect on  
potential rioters who are tenants or members of their household.”13  It envisaged that such 
evictions would only happen “exc eptionally”, and since the new ground was discretionary 
not mandatory, the courts could be relied upon  to ensure th at the rights of other fa mily 
members, including children, would be taken into account when considering whether it is 
“reasonable” to make a possessio n order.  Nevertheless, the Go vernment said that, in light  
of the concerns we had raised, it  would “reflect carefully on the views expressed during the 
Committee stage in the House of Lords.   

19. In its response to the d ebate in Committee on our recommendation tha t the clause be 
deleted, however, the Government showed no sign of such further reflection, repeating the 
reasons it gave to us  in writing for rejecting our recommendation.14  “It sends out a strong 
and important message for the future that if you get involved in a riot, whether that is near 
your home or not, there may be consequences for your tenancy.” 

20. We have considered the Governm ent’s reasons for insisting that the Bill continues to 
provide for eviction for riot-related anti-social behaviour.  We note the importance of what 
it describes as “messa ging” in the Gov ernment’s rationale for the p rovision: sending a 
signal about what cond uct is acceptable by providing for sa nctions if conduct falls below 
that standard.  In our view it is the job of the criminal law, not the civil law, to deter riot-
related offences and to administer sanctions when such offences are committed.   Nor  
do we consider the existence of judicial discretion to be a satisfactory answer to our 
concern about the disproportionate impact of eviction on other members of the  

 
12 JCHR first Report on the Bill, paras 71–76. 

13 Letter dated 11 November from Norman Baker MP, Minister for Crime Prevention. 

14 HL Deb 2 Dec 2013 cols 63-64. 
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household who have not engaged in such behaviour.  We  maintain our 
recommendation that clause 91 be deleted from the Bill. 
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3 Powers to stop, question, search and 
detain at ports (Part 10) 

Background 

21. In our first Report we welco med the improvements made by  the Bill to the powers to  
stop and search at ports in Sc hedule 7 of the Terrorism Act 2000 wh ich narrow the very 
wide scope for the powers and reduce the potential for them to be found incompatible with 
Convention rights.15  We also accepted that the Government had clearly made out the case 
for a without suspicion power to stop, question and search travellers at ports and airports.   

22. However, we were not persuaded that the Government had demonstrated the necessity 
for the more intrusive powers under Schedule 7, such as the power to detain and the power 
to copy and retain personal electronic data, to be exercisable without reasonable suspicion.  
We recommended that thos e more intrusive powers should only be  exercisable if the  
examining officer reasonably suspects that the person is or has been involved in terrorism.  
We recommended amendments to the Bill which introduce into the legal framework this 
distinction between no suspici on powers to stop, qu estion and search and the more 
intrusive powers requiring reasonable suspicion. 

The Government’s response 

23. The Government does not accept our recommendation that the more intrusive powers 
be subject to a reasonable suspicion requirement.  It says in its response to our Report that 
“introducing a reasonable suspicion test to be met before an examining officer may detain 
a person, search for and retain property or take biometric samples would undermine the 
capability of the polic e to necessarily and pr oportionately determine whether or no t 
individuals passing through ports and airports may be concerned in terrorism.”   

24. The Minister elaborated a little on th is assertion is his response to the debate on o ur 
recommended amendment in Committee: 

Examinations are not simply about the police talking to people who they kn ow or 
already suspect are i nvolved in terrorism.  They  are al so about talking to peopl e 
travelling to and from places where terrorist activity is taking place or em erging to 
determine whether those individ uals appear to be involved in terrorism, whether 
that is because they are or have been involved, are going to become involved or are at 
risk of becoming involved either knowingly or unknowingly.16 

25. In short, the Government’s response to o ur recommendation is that a reasonable 
suspicion requirement would undermine the operational effectiveness of the power.  That 
view appears to be based in part on the vi ew that the sc ope of the power extends to 
questioning people who have n ot and are not currentl y involved in terrorism, b ut are “at 
risk” of becoming so involved in the future “unknowingly.” 

 
15 JCHR first Report on the Bill, chapter 4. 

16 HL Deb 11 Dec 2013 col 813 (Lord Taylor of Holbeach, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Home Office). 
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The Independent Reviewer’s recommendations 

26. Since the publication of our first Report , the Independent Re viewer of Terrorism  
Legislation, David Ande rson QC, in his oral and writ ten evidence to the Home Affairs 
Committee, has made a n umber of r ecommendations about changes which sh ould be 
made to Schedule 7 to the Terrorism Act 2000 in addition to th e amendments already  
contained in Part 10 of the Bill.17   

27. We welcome the fac t that the Independent Reviewer has made his views available to  
Parliament in time to inform debate on the remaining stages of the Bill.  We endorse all of 
his recommendations except in one respect, concerning the nature of the th reshold which 
should be satisfied before po wers of detention and powers to copy and retain electronic 
data can be exercised.  We confine our comment to this one important respect in which we 
differ from the Independent Reviewer, for reasons which we seek to explain. 

28. Like us, the Independent Revie wer recommends that no change be mad e to th e “no 
suspicion” nature of  the cu rrent power to stop, q uestion and search at por ts.18  The 
Independent Reviewer also agrees with us that an additional th reshold should have to be 
crossed before a person is detained under Schedule 7, and before data stored on personal 
electronic devices are copied and retained. 19 “It is hard to think of any other circumstances 
in which such a strong  power may be exerci sed on a no -suspicion basis.”  In deed, the 
Government has confirmed in its response to our questions that ther e are no other 
examples on the statute book of such an intrusive power being available on a no-suspicion 
basis.  However, the Indepe ndent Reviewer recommends that the thres hold should be 
subjective suspicion on the part of a senior officer, not reasonable suspicion on the part of 
the examining officer.   

29. The Independent Reviewer has considered whether the threshold for detention should 
be changed to “reasona ble grounds for suspicion” , but, on balance, is  inclined to reject a 
reasonable suspicion threshold.  He gives four reasons for doing so, based on his “exposure 
at a variety of ports to the operational constraints under which port officers operate.”  His 
reasons are: 

• Terrorists pose risks on a dif ferent scale to most other criminals: they have shown 
themselves capable of causing death and destruction on a massive scale. 

• Active terrorists are not numerous, and not easily identified as such.  Factors such 
as location, demeanour or evasive behaviour in the street m ay well give rise to a 
reasonable suspicion that a person is carrying stolen or p rohibited articles.  In the  
neutral port environ ment, an experienced officer’ s suspicion of involvement in  
something as specific as the commission, preparation or instigation of acts of 
terrorism may howev er be ha rder to sub stantiate objectively in the ab sence of 
specific intelligence, if only  because such involvement is  relatively speaking so  
unusual.  

 
17 David Anderson QC oral evidence to the Home Affairs Committee, 12 November 2013, Q80; and Supplementary 

written evidence to the Home Affairs Committee, recommendations of the Independent Reviewer on Schedule 7 to 
the Terrorism Act 2000, 20 November 2013 (both available on the Home Affairs Committee website). 

18 Supplementary written evidence, para. 19. 

19 Ibid. para. 25. 
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• The opportunity to test the validity of an officer’s subjec tive suspicion in the hour 
allotted for examination may in practice be very li mited, particularly when 
suspicion attaches to a large number of persons travelling together, and when time 
is lost by language difficulties or the use of false identities. 

• Detention sometimes has to be imp osed at the outset of the examination, because 
the person refuses to c ooperate.  Such behaviour from a pers on confronted wi th 
the exercise of counter-terro rism powers might awaken suspicion: but it could b e 
hard to characterise it as  reasonable suspicio n of involvement in terrorism.  
Effectively to require in such cases that reasonable suspicion be shown immediately 
after the stop would al so be contrary to my recommen dation and that of th e 
JCHR.20 

30. The Independent Reviewer therefore concludes that the operational needs of the police 
can best be reconciled with the necessary safeguards on detention by rejecting a reasonable 
suspicion threshold in fa vour of a p urely subjective one.  He therefore rec ommends that 
detention be p ermitted only when a s enior officer is sa tisfied that there are grounds for 
suspecting that th e person appears to be a person who is  or has been concerned in the 
commission, preparation or instigation of acts of terrorism, and that detention is necessary 
in order to assist in determ ining whether he is such a pe rson.  He rec ommends that the 
same subjective suspicion requ irement should also apply to the extension of detention  
when it is periodically reviewed, and the power to make and retain copies of data stored on 
personal electronic devices should also be subject to a subjective suspicion threshold. 

31. The Government has said tha t it is reflecting on the Independent Reviewer’s 
recommendation ahead of Report stage.21 

Subjective suspicion or reasonable suspicion? 

32. We have cons idered carefully whether the sub jective suspicion threshold 
recommended by the Independen t Reviewer is sufficie nt to meet our  concerns about the 
human rights compatibility of the more i ntrusive suite of “no suspici on” powers in 
Schedule 7.  Th e essence of our c oncerns, as explained in our first Report, is the lac k of 
adequate safeguards against such intrusive powers being exercised arbitrarily or in  a 
discriminatory manner.  As th e Independent Reviewer himself rightly observes, “in any 
assessment of the Schedule 7 powers against the principles of the ECHR, the extent of the 
discretion given to examining officers will fo rm an important part of the assessment of 
whether those powers are sufficiently circumscribed, necessary and proportionate.”22 

33. We readily acknowledge that th e Independent Reviewer is mu ch better placed than us 
to appreciate the operational constraints und er which ports officers operate.  We also 
accept that the concerns which  underpin his reject ion of a reasonable  suspicion standard 
are entirely justifiable concerns.  In  our view, however, they are concerns to which the  
court would pay proper regard in any legal challenges to the exercise of these powers if they 
were required to be exercised on reasonable suspicion.  The concept of reasonable grounds 
 
20 Ibid., para. 28. 

21 HL Deb 11 Dec 2013 col 813 (Lord Taylor of Holbeach). 

22 Independent Reviewer’s Supplementary Written Evidence to the Home Affairs Committee, para. 11. 
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for suspicion is a familiar one in the context of other police powers, including the power to 
arrest a suspected terrorist in s. 41 of the Terrorism Act 2000.  

34. In our view, the courts have shown, in the words of Professor David Feldman, that they 
are “generally unwilling to question the opinio n of experts in the field as to what is 
reasonable in the li ght of opera tional requirements”, a def erence which is “particularly  
marked” in relation to policing matters. 23  It has long been established that the courts will  
apply ordinary administrative law principles to any review of the reasonableness of a police 
officer’s suspicion, which includes according a degree of latitude to th e officer in question  
in view of the operational requirements.24  Indeed, the approach which is likely to be taken 
to a reasonable suspicion requirement in this context can be seen in the case-law 
concerning the p olice power to arrest a pe rson who he has reas onable grounds fo r 
suspecting to be a terrorist (such a s the power in s. 41 of the 2000 Act).  In O’Hara v Chief 
Constable of t he RUC, for exa mple, where a constable had  been instructed by a senior  
police officer to arrest the plaintiff on th e basis that he had been involv ed in a terrorist 
murder, the H ouse of Lords held that the arresting office r had equipped himself with 
sufficient information to constitute a reasonable  suspicion, and upheld the arrest as being 
lawful.25  Lord Hope said: 

It is now commonplace for Parliament to enable powers which may interfere with 
the liberty of the p erson to b e exercised without warrant where the p erson who 
exercises these powers has reasonable grounds for suspecting that the person against 
whom they are to be exerci sed has committed or i s committing an offence. The 
protection of the subject lies in the nature of the test which has to be applied in order 
to determine whether the requ irement that there be rea sonable grounds for the  
suspicion is satisfied. 

My Lords, the test which section 12 (1) of th e Act of 1984 has laid down is a simple 
but practical one. It relates enti rely to wh at is in the mi nd of th e arresting officer 
when the power is exercised. In part it is a sub jective test, because he must have 
formed a genuine suspicion in his own mind that the person has been concerned in 
acts of terroris m. In part al so it is an objective one, because there must al so be 
reasonable grounds for the suspicion which he has formed. But the application of the 
objective test does not requi re the court to look b eyond what was in the mind of the 
arresting officer. It is the grounds which were in his mind at the time which must be 
found to be reasonable grounds for the suspicion which he has formed. All that the 
objective test requires is that these grounds be examined objectively and that they be  
judged at the time when the power was exercised.  

This means that the point does not depend  on whether the arresting officer himself 
thought at that time that they were reasonable. The question is whether a reasonable 
man would be of  that opinion, having regard to the in formation which was in the 
mind of th e arresting officer. It i s the a rresting officer's own acc ount of the  
information which he had w hich matters, not what was observed by or known to  
anyone else. The information acted on by th e arresting officer need not be based on 

 
23 D. Feldman, Civil Liberties and Human Rights in England and Wales, (2nd edition, 2002), p. 341. 

24 See e.g. Mohammed-Holgate v Duke [1984] AC 437. 

25 [1997] AC 286. 
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his own observations, as he is entitled to form a suspicion based on what he has been 
told. His reasonable suspicion may be based on information which has been given to 
him anonymously or it may be based on in formation, perhaps in  the course of an 
emergency, which turns out later to be wrong. As it is the information which is in his 
mind alone which is relevant however, it is not necessary to go on to prove what was 
known to his informant or that any facts on which he based his suspicion were in fact 
true. The question whether it provided reasonable grounds for the suspicion depends 
on the source of his inform ation and its context, seen  in the light of the whole 
surrounding circumstances. 

35. The Independent Reviewer says that “it would be unsatisfacto ry to rely on the cour ts 
adopting an over-permissive interpretation of the reasonable suspicion standard.”26  The 
proper judicial approach to the reasonable suspicion standard, however is well-established.  
It requires the court to consider the whole context in which the ind ividual officer reached 
his or her view about whether there were grounds to suspect that a person was a terrorist, 
and operational considerations of the sort spelled out by the Independent Reviewer would 
form an important part of that context. 

36. The Independent Reviewer also suggests that the ECHR, giv en domestic effect by the  
HRA, may require a more intr usive scrutiny of the individual offi cer’s grounds for  
suspicion.  Even where the mi nimum requirement of reason able suspicion in Article 
5(1)(c) of the Conventi on applies, however, the European  Court of Huma n Rights 
recognises that the r easonableness of the suspicion must be judged “in all the  
circumstances”.  As the Court said in Fox v UK, for example: 

"The 'reasonableness' of the suspicion on which an arrest  must be based forms an 
essential part of the sa feguard against arbitrary arrest and detention which is laid 
down in article 5(1) c. The court agrees with the Commission and the Government 
that having a 'reasonable suspicion' presupposes the existence of facts or information 
which would satisfy an obje ctive observer that the person concerned may have 
committed the offence.  What may be regarded as 'reasonable' will however depend 
upon all the circumstances." 

37. As well as considering the objections to a reasonable suspicion threshold, we have also 
considered the adequacy of th e safeguard provided by a subjective suspicion threshold.  In 
our view, a subjective suspicion standard does not count as very much  of a safeguard at all 
because it does not provide the basis for any independent scrutiny of the reasonableness of 
the officer’s suspicion on which  the exercise of the power was premised.  Indeed, it 
excludes the possibility of any meaningful judici al role scruti nising the lawfulness of the  
exercise of the power.  A subjective suspicion threshold is satisfied by the officer concerned 
stating that he subjectively believed something to be so.  In  our view, the hi story of 
administrative law incontrovertibly shows that such sub jectively framed powers are  
incompatible with effective legal control.  Inde ed, it was oppos ition to the notion th at 
liberty could be en croached upon on the basis of subjective, an d therefore unreviewable  
belief, that motivated Lord Atkin’s famous dissent in Liversidge v Anderson, in which he 
said:27 

 
26 Supplementary written evidence, footnote 41. 

27 [1942] AC 206. 
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It has always been on e of the pillars of fr eedom, one of the prin ciples of liberty for 
which on recent auth ority we are now fighting, that the judges are no respecters of 
persons and stand between the s ubject and any attempted encroachments on his 
liberty by the executive, alert to see that any coercive action is justified in law. 

38. We note that the Independent Reviewer explains the subjective “grounds for suspicion” 
threshold that he favours in the following terms: 

“It would requi re the officer to hav e formed a suspici on, whether on the basi s of 
information supplied by others, behavioural as sessment or even ju st intuition.  I t 
would however ensure that (in the words of Lord Bingham, in the context of a stop  
and search power) a ports officer is not deterred from d etaining “a person whom he 
does suspect as a pote ntial terrorist by the fear that he could not show reasonable 
grounds for his suspicion.”28  

However, it should not be forgotten that Lord Bingham’s subjective grounds for suspicion 
approach in Gillan did not survive sc rutiny in the Eu ropean Court of  Human Rights, 
which found the stop and search power in question to be insuffici ently circumscribed to 
satisfy the requirement that interferences with the right to respect for private life in Article 
8 ECHR be “in accordance with the law.” 

Recommendation 

39. We have considered the In dependent Reviewer’s recommendation that a subjectiv e 
suspicion threshold be required to be met before the powers to detain and to copy and 
retain personal electronic data  can be exercis ed, but for th e reasons we have explained 
above we remain of the view that the  threshold for the more intrusive powers in 
Schedule 7 should be reasonable suspicion.   

40. In our view, reasonable suspicion is the abso lute minimum that i s required to 
qualify as a safeguard because it opens up the possibility of in dependent scrutiny and 
review.  That scrutiny and  review can still be appropriately deferential and sensitive to 
operational realities, especially if there is good practical guidance for police on the sorts 
of things that count as reasonable grounds for suspicion. 

  

 
28 Gillan and Quinton [2006] UKHL 12 at para 35. 
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4 Compensation for miscarriages of 
justice (Part 12) 

Background 

41. In our first Report on the Bil l we explai ned why in our v iew requiring proof of 
innocence beyond reasonable doubt as a condition of obtainin g compensation for  
wrongful conviction is incompatible with the presumption of innocence which is protected 
by both the common law and Article 6(2) ECHR.29  We re commended that the relevant 
clause (now clause 161) be deleted from th e Bill because it is incompatible with the  
Convention. 

42. In light of the parliamentary debates which have taken plac e on this claus e, and some 
subsequent significant decisions of the Euro pean Court of Human Rights, we are now of  
the view that the cla use requires amendment rather than deletion, and we recommend an 
amendment which in ou r view would both provide gr eater legal certainty and be  
compatible with the p resumption of innoc ence protected by  both th e common law a nd 
Article 6(2) ECHR. 

The Government’s response to our Report 

43. The Government’s response to our first Report maintains that the current clause is not 
incompatible with the ECHR.30  It say s that the cl ause does not require a person applyi ng 
for compensation for a miscarriage of justic e to prove their innocence.  It s ays that, 
provided the fact on th e basis of which the co nviction was overturn ed “shows that the  
applicant did not commit the offence”, compensation will be payable.  It also argues that a  
recent decision of the European Court of Human Rights, K.F. v UK,31 “provides support for 
our view that th ere is no incompatibility between the test propos ed in clause 151 and  
Article 6(2).”  We consider this argument below. 

44. The Government also argues in its response that “it would be just as possible to refuse 
compensation compatibly with the presumption of innocence under the proposed new test 
as it wo uld under the law curre ntly in force, since it i s the la nguage used tha t is 
determinative.” While in a purely formal sense this is true, because refusals of 
compensation under the new test can continue to be expressed in terms of whether there 
has been a “miscarriage of justice”, without referring to guilt or innocence, in substance the 
new test in clause 161 requires the applicant for compensation to show “beyond reasonable 
doubt that the person was i nnocent of the offe nce”.  While different language can be used  
to express the outcome of th e application of this substantive test, the E uropean Court of 
Human Rights will look to the substance of the underlying test applied, and in our view it is 
a test which unavoidably requ ires the applicant to show th at the new e vidence proves 
innocence, which is incompatible with Article 6(2). 

 
29 JCHR first Report on the Bill, chapter 5, paras 140–158. 

30 Letter dated 11 November 2013 from Norman Baker MP, Minister for Crime Prevention. 

31 Application no. 30178/09, decision of 3 September 2013. 
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45. The Government’s reliance in its response on the language used  when declining an 
application for compensation under the new test therefore does not meet our concern 
about the presumption of innocence.   

Parliamentary debates 

46. Since our first Report on the Bill, the clause on compensation for miscarriages of justice 
has been debated three times: at Report stage in the Commons,32 and on Second Reading 33 
and in Committee34 in the Lords. 

47. One important matter which h as emerged from the p arliamentary debates on th e 
clause is that there is a widely shared concern that the law as it stands is not clear and that 
the Government is therefore right to seek to introduce greater certainty by way of statutory 
clarification of the test to be applied.35  In light of that concern, and of ongoing litigation of 
the question in th e European Court of Huma n Rights, we have revi sited our original 
recommendation that the clause be deleted. 

48. It has al so become clear in the cours e of the parlia mentary debates that the 
Government’s principal objective in bringing forward the clause is to save public money 
not by reducing the amount of compensation that is paid out to victims of miscarriages of 
justice, but by reducing the am ount of litig ation that currently takes place challenging 
refusals of compensation, by providing greater legal certainty about who is eligible for such 
compensation.36  We have also taken this into account in our further consideration of the 
clause. 

49. The debates also suggest a la ck of consensus thus far ab out what the statutory test 
should be.  Considerable concern has been expressed that the test contained in the clause as 
currently drafted is too narrow because it requires people to demonstrate that the new fact 
proves their inn ocence, when in practice this will often b e very difficult to do, and will 
therefore lead to manifest injustice in cases such as Sally Clark’s case. 37  On the other hand, 
anxiety has also been expressed about the width of the alternative test which has so far been 
proposed in the a mendment advocated by Lord Beecham, which s eeks to ens hrine in 
statute the formulation of the test by the Divisional Court in the case of Ali.38   

50. In the light of these de bates, we have considered whether there is a formulation of th e 
test to be applied which meets bo th of these concerns about the tests currently on offer, at 
the same time as providing greater legal certainty and avoiding  the risk of legal challenge 
on the basis that it is incompatible with the presumption of innoce nce in Article 6(2) 
ECHR.  For the reasons we set out below, we co nsider that there is such a formulation and 
we recommend that the Bill be amended accordingly. 

 
32 HC Deb 15 Oct 2013. 

33 HL Deb 29 Oct 2013. 

34 HL Deb 12 Nov 2013 cols 688–707. 

35 See e.g. Lord Faulks, HL Deb 12 Nov 2013 col 698; Lord Hope of Craighead, HL Deb 12 Nov 2013 col 699. 

36 See e.g. Lord McNally, HL Deb 12 Nov 2013 col. 705. 

37 See e.g. Baroness Kennedy of the Shawsand Lord Hope of Craighead. 

38 See e.g. Lord Brown of Eaton-under-Heywood and Lord Hope of Craighead. 
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Concerns of the House of Lords Constitution Committee 

51. The House of L ords Constitution Committee has had an exchange of correspondence 
with the Government in which it has raised a number of questions about this clause in the 
Bill.  One of the questions asked was “whether it is appropriat e for Parliament  to use its 
legislative supremacy to over rule a decision of the Supreme Court which  was concerned 
with the application of a stat utory provision giving effect to the UK’s international treaty  
obligations, especially where a gr ound for overruling the decision is that it results in too  
much expense.”39  The Government replied that it was perfectly constitutionally proper for 
it to legislate to provide clarity in an area  in which it believes  the law to b e unclear 
following the decision of the Supreme Court in Adams.40 

52. We agree with the Government that it is perfectly proper, in constitutional terms, for it 
to invite Parliament to consider whether statutory clarification of the law is required, where 
the Government believes that court judgments are not providing sufficient legal certainty.41  
It is equally proper, co nstitutionally, for Parliament to scrutinise carefully whether there is 
a need for such statutory clarification, and whether the proposed clarification is consistent 
with other constitutional fundam entals such as th e presumption of innocence recognised 
and protected by both the common law and the ECHR. 

53. We would point out, however, in this context, that this is not a case in which there is 
any disagreement between the U K Supreme Court and the Europ ean Court of Human  
Rights.  As we explain below, there is clear agreement between the Supreme Court and the 
European Court of Human Rig hts on th e test to be applied to  determine whether 
compensation should be paid for a miscarri age of justi ce without compromising the 
presumption of innocence.  This is therefore an unusual case of the Government seeking to 
persuade Parliament to depart from the position that has been taken by both the Supreme 
Court and the European Court of Human Rights. 

Recent decisions of the European Court of Human Rights 

K.F. v UK 

54. As we noted above, the Government’s response to our first Report argues that a recent 
decision of the European Court of Human Rights, K.F. v UK ,42 “provides support for our  
view that there is no incompatibility between the test proposed in clause [161] and Arti cle 
6(2).”  We have subjected this claim to careful scrutiny. 

55. KF’s application for compensat ion was decided by the Secretary of State in October 
2008, when the test appl ied was “clear innocence”, based on Lord Steyn’s definition of a  
miscarriage of justice in the case of Mullen.  The Government argues that KF’s application 
to the European Court claimed that denying him compensation “on this basis” breached 
the presumption of innocence.  It says that the Court reiterated that what is determinative 
 
39 Letter dated 6 November 2013 from the Chair of the House of Lords Constitution Committee to Lord Taylor of 

Holbeach (available on the Constitution Committee’s website).The question was also raised by Lord Cullen of 
Whitekirk at the Bill’s Committee stage: HL Deb 12 Nov 2013 col 691. 

40 Letter dated 11 November 2013 from Lord Taylor of Holbeach to the Chair of the Constitution Committee. 

41 Lord McNally, 12 Nov 2013 col 704. 

42 Application no. 30178/09, decision of 3 September 2013. 
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for Article 6(2) compliance is the language employed by the S ecretary of State i n the 
compensation decision, and the Court found that the Secretary of State, in concluding that 
KF had not suffered a miscarriage of justice, did not breach the presumption of innocence.  
The Government considers that the case th erefore supports its vi ew that the p roposed 
“clear innocence” test in clause 161 of the Bill is not incompatible with Article 6(2). 

56. The applicant’s conviction on f ive counts of i ndecent assault of hi s daughter wa s 
quashed by the Court of App eal on the ground that the conviction was unsafe in the light 
of new medical evidenc e which suggested that the medical evidence relied on at trial to 
establish that abuse had taken p lace was flawed.  The applicant’s claim for compensation 
under s. 133 of the Criminal Justice Act 1988 was refused by the Secretary of State on the 
basis that he did not acc ept that the applicant’ s conviction was quashed on the g rounds 
that the facts showed beyond reasonable doubt that there had been a miscarriage of justice.  
The language used by th e Secretary of S tate in refusing compensation was this: “All that 
can be said i s that the jury  may or may not hav e convicted [the applicant] had the new  
evidence been available.”43 

57. The basis on which the Secretary of State’s de cision was challenged by the applicant i s 
recorded at para. 13 of the judgm ent.  He complained that the refusal of compensation for 
his wrongful conviction was in breach of the presumption of innocence “because judicial 
interpretation of s ection 133 of  the 1988 Act had  established that n o compensation was 
payable where a person whose c onviction was quashed on appeal  might still have b een 
convicted by a jury had the medical evidence been available to it.” 

58. The Court found no breach of the presumption of innocence in Article 6(2) because the 
Secretary of State “did not comment whether, on the basis of the evidence as it stood at the 
appeal, the applicant should be, or would likely be, convicted.  He did not comment o n 
whether the evidence was in dicative of the applicant’ s guilt or innocence”. 44  He simply 
considered that all that c ould be said was that a jury “ may or may not” have conv icted the 
applicant had the new evidence been available at the trial. 

59. The KF v UK  case is therefore not a decision  about the applicati on of a “clear  
innocence” test at all.  The Secretary of State did not apply  such a test when refusing 
compensation and the challenge was not to the application of a clear innocence test.  It was 
not necessary for th e Secretary of State to apply that  narrow test in  order to reject the  
application.  Like the applicant in Allen v UK,45 the applicant in KF would fail to qualify for 
compensation even on the wider test contained in the law as it currently stands: that is, as  
formulated by the Divi sional Court in Ali, that the new ev idence establishes, beyond 
reasonable doubt, that no reasonable jury, properly directed as to the law, could convict on 
the evidence now to be considered.  In KF, all that could be said was that the jury may or  
may not have convicted had the new evidence been av ailable.  The case, i n other words,  
was a “category 3 case”, for which nobody contends compensation should be available. 

60. We therefore conclude that the decision of the European Court of Human Rights in 
KF v UK is not a decision that a “clear innocence” test is compatible with Article 6(2), 
 
43 Para. 9 of judgment. 

44 Para. 28. 

45 Allen v UK was also a case in which “all that is established is that, if new evidence had been available, a properly 
directed jury might have reached a different conclusion”: see paras 30 and 33. 
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and therefore does not support the Government’s view that there is no incompatibility 
between clause 161 and Article 6(2) ECHR.     

Adams v UK and A.L.F. v UK 

61. Much more significantly, since our firs t Report, the compatibilit y of the UK’s curren t 
approach to award ing compensation for mi scarriages of justice with the pr esumption of 
innocence in Article 6(2) EC HR has been considered agai n by the E uropean Court of  
Human Rights in two decisions, Adams v UK and A.L.F. v UK.  In both cases the challenge 
to the ECHR compatibility of the c urrent law failed and the complaint s were rejected as 
inadmissible.  The re asoning of the Court in reaching that conclusi on is significant for  
Parliament’s debate about the ECHR compatibili ty of clause 161 of the Bill and about the  
text of any amendment to that clause in order to render it compatible. 

62. Adams v UK  is the same case as the one in whi ch the Supreme Court (in R v Adams) 
established the approach to interpreting s. 133 of the Criminal Justice Act 1988 tha t the 
Government now seeks to overturn by clause 161 of the Bill.  The Court rejected the 
complaint that s. 133 of the 1988 Act i s itself incompatible with the presumpti on of 
innocence, because “there is nothing in the section 133 criteria which calls into question 
the innocence of a n acquitted person a nd the legislation it self does not require an y 
assessment of the ap plicant’s criminal guilt.”46  However, the applica nt also complained 
that, in applying s. 133, the Supreme Court had effect ively required that  the applicant 
conclusively demonstrate his innocence, and the Court therefore went on to assess whether 
the interpretation of “miscarriage of justice” by the Supreme Court in Adams complied 
with the p resumption of i nnocence in Art icle 6(2) ECHR.  The Court’s reasoning in 
dealing with this complaint warrants citation in full: 

40.  All ni ne justices in the Supreme Court agreed that an acquittal in itself was not 
enough to demonstrate that a mi scarriage of justi ce had occ urred. In Allen, cited 
above, § 129 the Grand Chamb er accepted that the domestic courts were entitled to 
conclude that more than an ac quittal was required in order for a mi scarriage of 
justice to be established, wi thin the meaning of  section 133, pro vided that they did 
not call into question the app licant’s innocence. Lord Phillips explained that the test 
for a miscarriage of justice would be satisfied where a new fact so undermined the 
evidence against the defendant that no conviction could possibly be  based upon it. 
That test was b roadly approved by the other four Justices in the ma jority (see 
paragraph 24 and 26–29 above). The applicati on of the test di d not undermine the 
applicant’s acquittal or treat him in a manner in consistent with his innocence. The 
test did not oblige the court to comment on whether, on th e basis of the evidence as  
it stood at the appeal, the applicant should be , or would likely be, acquitted o r 
convicted. Equally, it did not require the court to comm ent on whether the evidence 
was indicative of the applicant’s guilt or innocence. 

 

 
46 Para. 39.In so deciding, the Court was merely following the decision of the Grand Chamber in the case of Allen v UK, 

which we considered in our first Report. In Allen the Court held, in reaching its decision that there had been no 
violation of the presumption of innocence, that “what is important above all is that the judgments [...] did not 
require the applicant to satisfy Lord Steyn’s test of demonstrating her innocence.” 
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41.  It is true th at in th e course of the Supreme Court judg ment there was some 
reference to the question of innocence. In particular, the Justices discussed whether 
section 133 required that a claimant conclusively prove his innocence in order to be 
eligible for compensation. However, it is clea r that this was roun dly rejected by the  
majority of Justices in the case in favour of the broa der test formulated by L ord 
Phillips. It is unfortunate that some of th e language used in the judgment was liable 
to create confusion and an undesirable impression in the mind of the applicant as to 
the standard required for comp ensation. But in light of the c lear test articulated by 
Lord Phillips, it should be apparent to any future claimant that questions of guilt and 
innocence are irrelevant to proceedings brought under section 133 of the 1988 Act. 

63. The Court was therefore sa tisfied that the refusal of compensation in Adams’s case did 
not demonstrate a lack of respect for the presumption of innocence. 

64. The Court’s decision in Adams v UK, that Lord Phillips’s test for a miscarriage of justice 
in Adams is compatible with the presumption of innocence, was immediately applied by 
the Court in another inadmissibility decision of the same date in A.L.F. v UK, in which the 
applicant complained that the test formulated by Lord Phillips in Adams was incompatible 
with the presumption of innocence.  The Court’s reasoning in rejecting this complaint is 
again significant for Parliament’s consideration of clause 161 of the Bill: 

23.  The applicant fur ther complained that the test formulated by Lord Phillips in R 
(Adams) was contrary to Article 6 §  2. However, in its decision in Adams, cited 
above, this Court exa mined the interpretation given to the term “miscarriage of 
justice” by Lord Phillips, namely that the te st would be satisfied where a new fact so 
undermined the evidence against the defendant that no co nviction could possibly be 
based upon it. It found this interpretation to be compatible with the presumption of 
innocence. 

24.  It is true tha t in hi s letter the S ecretary of State mad e reference to innocence. 
Such reference was both unfo rtunate and unnecessary in light of the test articulated 
by Lord Phillips, which the Secretary of State clearly applied. In order to demonstrate 
his entitlement to compensation, the applicant was required to de monstrate that the 
new fact so undermi ned the evid ence against him that i t was beyond reasonab le 
doubt that no convict ion could possibly be based on  it. The Secretary of State 
concluded that he had failed to  meet this  test. In particular, he commented that i t 
was not possible to predict how the jury would have viewed the new evid ence (see 
paragraph 10 above). As the Court expl ained in Adams, cited above, § 41, it should 
be apparent from the judgment of the Supreme Court in R (Adams) that questions of 
guilt and innocence ar e irrelevant to proceedings brou ght under section 133 of the 
1988 Act. Having re gard to the foregoing, in orde r to avoid both any possible  
misconceptions in the mi nds of future claimants under section 133 and any 
suggestion of bringing into play the presumption of innocence under Article 6 § 2 of 
the Convention, it wou ld be more prudent to avoid such  language altogether in 
future decisions made under this section. 

65. In our view, a n umber of important conclusions can be drawn from the reasoning in 
these two most recent decisions of the European Court.   
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66. First, as currently drafted, clause 161 of the Bill is incompatible with the presumption of 
innocence in Article 6(2) ECHR because it us es the language of “i nnocence” and thereby 
requires the Secretary of State (and subsequently the courts where the Sec retary of State’s 
decision is challenged) to consider questions of innocence which should be irrelevant to  
the question of eligibility for co mpensation for a miscarriage of justice.  By  introducing 
into the s. 133 c riteria consideration of the inno cence of the claiman t for compensation, 
clause 161 would remove the basis on which the Court found, in Allen, Adams, and A.L.F., 
that s. 133 i tself is not incompatible with Article 6(2) ECHR.  It is therefore clear that the 
new s. 133,  as amend ed by clause 161, woul d be vulnerable to i nevitable and almost 
certainly successful challenge in the European Court for b eing incompatible with the 
presumption of innocence.  

67. Second, the decisions confirm the Government’s view that under the current law there 
is considerable scope fo r misconceptions both in the mi nds of would -be claimants for 
compensation and in the minds of the Se cretary of State when determining eligibility for 
compensation for miscarriages of justice and the courts when subsequently reviewing those 
decisions. 

68. Third, the decisions confirm th at the interpretation given to the term “miscarriage of 
justice” by Lord Phillips in Adams, namely that the test would be satisfied where a new fact 
so undermined the evid ence against the defend ant that no conviction could possibly be 
based upon it, is a “cle ar test” which is compatible with the presumption of innocence in 
Article 6(2) ECHR. 

69. In light of the reasoning in these decisions, we conclude that the clarification of the law 
that is required is the articulation of a test which reflects Lord Phillips’s clear test in Adams.  
We recommend below an amendment to the Bill which would achieve this. 

70. We wrote to the M inister on 11 December to give the Government an opportunity to 
provide us with its assessment of the compatibility of clause 161 in the Bill with Article 6(2) 
ECHR in the light of  these two inadmissibility decisions.  By letter dated 16 December the 
Government responded to say that it would not be in a position to provide that assessment 
in the time available.  W e make no criticism of th e Government for that, as these 
significant decisions of the European Court of Human Rights have come at a late stag e in 
the Bill’s passage, leaving the Government little time to respond, but Parliament will want 
to hear the Government’s assessment before the clause is considered again at Report stage. 

Recommendation 

71. We recommend that the Bill be amended to remove the reference to “innocence” in 
the proposed statutory test for a miscarriage of justice and to enshrine into law the test 
formulated by Lord Phillips in the House of Lords in the case of Adams.  In our view, 
this meets both the concern that the current clause is incompatible with the 
presumption of innocence, and the concern that the law has become  so uncertain that 
statutory clarification is needed in order to avoid unnecessary and costly litigation.  

72. The purpose of such an amend ment to clause 161 would be to give statutory effect to 
the test for “miscarriage of justice” formulated by Lord Phillips at para. 55 in the Supreme 
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Court in Adams, with which four other Supreme Court Justices in that case agreed.47   This 
test has now been considered by the Strasbourg Court and considered to be a “clear test”48 
which is compatible with the presumption of innocence in Article 6(2) ECHR.49 

73. The proposed test is wider than the proposed test in clause 161 as currently drafted, and 
would mean compensation would have been granted in Sally Clark’s case; but is narrower  
than the amendment proposed by Lord Beecham at the Bill’ s Committee stage, which was 
based on the Divisional Court’s modification of Lord Phillips’s test in Ali. 

74. The amendment below wo uld give statutory fo rce to the approach  of the House of 
Lords in Adams: 

Clause 161, page 128,  line 5, l eave out “beyond reasonable doubt” and insert  
“conclusively”  

Clause 161, page 128, li ne 6, lea ve out “ the person was innocent of the offence” and 
insert “the evidence ag ainst the person [at tr ial] is so undermined  that no conviction  
could possibly be based on it.” 

 
  

 
47 See eg. Baroness Hale at para. 114, Lord Clarke at para. 217 and Lord Hope at para. 97. 

48 Adams v UK, para. 41. 

49 Ibid., para. 40. 
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Conclusions and recommendations 

Anti-social Behaviour (Parts 1–6) 

1. We welcome the Gov ernment’s indication that IPNAs should not be used to stop 
reasonable, trivial or benign behaviours, bu t this intention is not so fa r reflected in 
the wording of the Bill. We therefore maintain our recommendation that the Bill be 
amended to introd uce an ob jective element into the defi nition of a nti-social 
behaviour in Part 1 of the Bill, by inserting a requirem ent that the conduct in 
question “might reasonably be re garded as” causing nuisance or annoyance. 
(Paragraph 12) 

2. We welcome the Governmen t’s willingness to conside r amendments to these 
provisions, but it has not so far explained why singling out religious belief for special 
protection in this provision is necessary. In the absence of such an explanation, we 
consider that the existing protections for religious beliefs in sect ions 6(1) and 13 of 
the Human Rights Act should be sufficient, and we th erefore invite the Government 
to consider whether any legal protection for religious freedom would be lost by  
accepting our original recomm endation that the two pro visions in question be 
deleted from the Bill. (Paragraph 15) 

3. However, if the Government remains of th e view that this provision is required, 
notwithstanding the protection provided by the Human Rights Act, we recommend 
that the current wording is revised to ensure that the absolute right to religious belief 
must not be interfered with under any circumstances (rather than  “so far as 
practicable”). (Paragraph 16) 

4. In our view it is the job of  the criminal law, not the civil law, to deter riot-related 
offences and to administer sanctions when such offences are committed.   Nor do we 
consider the existence of judicial discretion to be a satisfactory answer to our concern 
about the disproportionate impact of eviction on oth er members of the household 
who have not eng aged in such behaviour.  We maintain our recommendation that  
clause 91 be deleted from the Bill. (Paragraph 20) 

Powers to stop, question, search and detain at ports (Part 10) 

5. We have considered the Indepe ndent Reviewer’s recommendation that a su bjective 
suspicion threshold be requir ed to be met before the powers to detain and to copy 
and retain personal electronic data can be exercised, but for the rea sons we hav e 
explained above we rem ain of th e view that the threshold for the more in trusive 
powers in Schedule 7 should be reasonable suspicion.   (Paragraph 39) 

6. In our view, reasonable suspicion is the absolute minimum that is required to qualify 
as a safeguard because it opens up the possibility of independent scrutiny and review.  
That scrutiny and review can still be appropr iately deferential and sensitive to 
operational realities, especially  if there is good practical guidance for police on the 
sorts of things that count as reasonable grounds for suspicion. (Paragraph 40) 
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Compensation for miscarriages of justice (Part 12) 

7. The Government’s reliance in its response on th e language used when declining an 
application for co mpensation under the new test therefore does not meet our 
concern about the presumption of innocence.   (Paragraph 45) 

8. We therefore conclude that the decision of the European Court of Human Rights in 
KF v UK is not a d ecision that a “cl ear innocence” test is compatible with Artic le 
6(2), and therefore does n ot support the Gov ernment’s view that there is no 
incompatibility between clause 161 and Article 6(2) ECHR.     (Paragraph 60) 

9. We recommend that the Bill be  amended to remove the re ference to “innocence” in 
the proposed statutory test for a miscarriage of justice and to enshrine into law the 
test formulated by Lord Phillip s in the House of Lords in th e case of Adams.  In our 
view, this meets both the concern that the current clause is incompatible with the 
presumption of i nnocence, and the concern that the l aw has become so uncertai n 
that statutory clarification is needed in order to avoid unne cessary and costly 
litigation.  (Paragraph 71) 
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